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A systerm for extending a CAItAC serial highway to a distance of 2 kilometers using an optical link is described. The systerm utilizes cormmercially available laser transceivers operatinq in the pulse mode. Information is transmitted asynchronously and then resynchronized at the receiver interface. The The XA1TR requires a digital signal input and is edge triagered with a positive going pulse havinn a risetime of less than 100 ns. The laser charging circuit supplies approximately 5 micro amps of current durino the laser pulse. Energy ermitted at the optical output is approximrately .2 microjoules per pulse. Operation within the limnits of the circuitry and optics rmakes the laser Class J3.
The RCVR is actuated by detecting energy which has passed through its optical bandpass filter. The filter is designed for the maximum transmission wavelength of 904 nm with a bandpass of 15 nnm. inimqum detectable signal is 0.5 nanowatts.
Both the XMTR and RCVR have camnera lens optics of 50 mm in diameter, 135 focal length, and F/2.8. The "field of view" for each unit is matchied at 2 milliradians.
IN'TERFACE DESIGNI
The XI'TR/RCVR interface is packaoed in a double width CAIAC module and fits the standard CAfIAC crate. The transmitter section consists of a monostable (U13) which sends a pulse whenever the NIRZ (nonreturn-to-zero) Serial Hlighway data line is logically "zero". This occurs on the hioh-to-loh transition of the clock pulse. No pulse is transrmitted whenever the data line is logically "one".
The receiver section will operate with the standard 10 or 11 bits per byte frame. The start bit is a logic "zero" and the stop bit or bits are lonically "one". A local crystal oscillator is dividled down to the frequency of transmission to provide the clock signal. The clock is synchronized by resettino the decade dividers whenever a start bit is received. The decade counter (04) and the flip-flop (U7) allow^a reset pulse only once every ten clock periods. Flip-flops (U10) are used to recover the NRZ data from the incomlina pulse stream. The first flip-flop is set to "one" by the clock but is reset to "zero" if a pulse is received from the 736 RCVR. On the rising edge of the clock signal, U0 qenerates a pulse to transfer data to the second flip-flop. Data is thus delayed one clock period in the receiver section. The interface is desioned to operate at lOkHiz, 50kHiz, 100kHz, and lNI!7z. The logic is implenented with TTL integrated circuits rmounted on a printed circuit board. The line drivers and receivers are SN751 10N and SN75107AN respectively.
PERFOR lANCE
The laboratory facilities are located in an arid region approximately 800 feet above sea level. Nornial weather conditions allow for excellent visibility except for brief fog periods during winter months. Jccasional sandstorms and high winfds are experienced tvith visibility reduced to a rminimum of .5 km,. Fog conditions have reduced visibility to 200 rieters for brief periods.
The system, was tested through a computer program) that excercises the system at maxirmumr rate sending CANAC commands and receiving reply messages. By interrogating the SH system status after eacn operation an automatic error analysis of frequency versus time was made.
The error rate wJas shown to be dependent on visibility as presented in Table I . Under any conditions of visibility in excess of the unidirectional transrmission distance thie error rate was less than 5 X l0-7, W'ith visibility at twice the transmnitted distance, the error rate vwas less than 10-10. ,'kll data were accumulated at a transmission rate of 1 OkHfz. Results indicate that the system w,ill be operational 98 percent of thlie tim-ie on a year around basis due to local weather conditions. Ahs originally sought, the systerm is modular, directly available with minor hardware interfacinn., and is simple to use. 
